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GALA
Platform Diameter :
Platform Height :
Footprint  Range :
Camera Weight :
Max Occupancy :
Rotation Speed :
PlatPlatform Weight :
Shipping Weight :
Power Source :
Battery Life :

AC Cord Length :
Stabilization Tech :

39” (60cm)
8.5” (21cm)
5’- 15‘ (153-457cm)
6 lbs (2.7kg)*
3-4 People
6 - 30 RPM
85 lbs (3985 lbs (39kg)
140 lbs (63kg)
US Standard, 120-240VAC
8+ hrs / 300 Spins (Optional)
15’ (4.5m)
None / In-Camera**

* The two five-pound weights supplied with the unit are sufficient for cameras and 
accessories weighing less than six pounds when mounted with the vertical and hori-
zontal arms fully extended at an angle of roughly 110 degrees while running the unit at 
a speed of 60% or less. If you need to exceed one of these parameters, reduce another.

All sales subject to Vue Event’s Terms & Conditions found here: https://orcavue.com/legal/commerce_terms_conditions.html  

**The OrcaVue Gala intended for use with cameras such as the iPhone, iPad, and GoPro 
that include internal video stabilization. Videos shot using cameras without these capa-
bilities may demonstrate some shakiness caused by participants moving about the 
platform.

Mobile, with room to party, the OrcaVue Gala is the 
best of both worlds. It’s large enough to comfort-
ably fit 3-4 participants, while still being compact 
to fit in almost any minivan, hatchback, or small 
SUV. When there’s a crowd, the added throughput 
that the Gala provides with group videos is a 
standout feature.

Overview

Travel - Comes with a custom fit lightweight 
dolly for easy transportation.

Setup - User friendly and tool-less design 
requires just minutes to setup.

Flexibility - Adjustable footprint can easily fit in 
the tightest event space, or extend out to capture 
those full body shots.

Highlighted Features
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